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ten smells from outer space | The Fifth Sense | i-D
In an article on adezikipez.tk, Apollo 17 astronaut Harrison
"Jack" Schmitt describes the Moon's scent as being similar to
spent gunpowder.
NPR Choice page
The moon has a distinctive smell. Ask any Apollo moonwalker
about the odiferous nature of the lunar dirt and you'll get
the same answer.
The Smell of the Moon
The smell of the Moon is not just the smell of space.
Smelling The Moon - NewscriptsSmelling The Moon - Newscripts |
Newscripts
Sniff it—"it smells like spent gunpowder," says Cernan. Once
their helmets and gloves were off, the astronauts could feel,
smell and even taste the moon. Right: At the end of a long day
on the moon, Apollo 17 astronaut Gene cernan rests inside the
lunar module Challenger.
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The Moon Smells Like Gunpowder | Smart News | Smithsonian
Many a space-obsessed kid has dreamed of rocketing off to the
moon, seeing Earth from the moon, perhaps even touching the
lunar surface.
What Does The Moon Smell Like?
Nasa Apollo astronauts who have all walked on the moon have
described the smell of lunar dust as unusual but recognisable
– specifically.
The Smell of the Moon on Vimeo
The Smell of the Moon book. Read reviews from world's largest
community for readers. This book isn't Lord of the Rings, but
it is a quest; and it's not R.
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Whats really going on there? Keep in mind when the rocks came
back to earth they were put into quarantine in case of any
contamination.
Bothmenclaimwhenthemanagedtogetbackintothelanderandremoveclothing
Many of the radio transmissions and recollections reported in
this story come from the Journal. Moondust on Earth has been
"pacified. She noted that this year marks the 50th anniversary
of humankind's first foray into space, the orbital flight of
Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin.
Oncetheywereplantedtheflagshungmotionlessfortherestofthemission.G
Reply. Thank you admin and specially thanks for your passion
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